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We believe that 

  floors are female

That’s why we, from Lamett, 
handle with care: 

our products, 
our customers
our services, 
our planet…

beautiful and elegant on the outside, 
precious and sophisticated on the inside… 

... to be handled with care ...
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PREFACE

A house should be a home in particular, a place to unwind and to enjoy life. A personal touch to your interior is therefore very important. With this book , we 
would like to inspire you, presenting you a broad variety of projects. Pictures say more than words. Be surprised by our projects. Throughout the book you may 
also find tips, presented by our interior expert Eliza and our sales manager Louis. 

This book is a tool for inspiration. To show you how a Lamett floor looks in a house. Yet we do not recommend to base your decision on a picture, but rather pay 
a visit to a Lamett dealer, where you can see the floor. Or have a sample delivered at home. 

A list with all the dealers in your area and more info on our samples, you find on our website www.lamett.eu. 
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ELIZA

“An empty room is the story that must be told, and you are 
the author”

A house is so much more than a pile of bricks and some insulation. Our home 
is our starting and finishing point. A place where we unwind, where we feel, 
smell and experience. The place where we meet people, relax and dream. It 
makes sense that many among us share the hobby or passion to cosy up that 
pile of bricks. Building a cocoon, a warm nest for yourself and all the people 
around you, demands some effort, but gives you back so much. We grow up 
there, laugh, discuss. The structure and design of your house are key to how 
you live those moments. Every time and again I think it’s a fantastic and great 
job to create a customer’s perfect interior on the basis of their needs and story. 

Ever since the boyfriend and I renovated our house ourselves, interior design 
has really become a passion. I started an interior blog, took an evening course 
in interior design, and I gained a lot of hands-on experience on our own site. 
Gradually, my passion became my job. Giving interior advice, setting up 
showrooms, designing exhibition stands, writing inspiring blogs and articles 
for various websites and magazines. Yes, I love my job! Also for Lamett I 
provide a bunch of interior tips, and every third Saturday of the month you can 
find me at their showroom for free interior advice. 

Are you faced with an interior dilemma? Give me a call. I would love to help 
and recreate your house into a warm home!

LOUIS

“The floor determines the atmosphere”  

“Welcome, please feel free to have a look around. Would you like a cup of 
coffee?” At Lamett, I am responsible for the showroom. I receive customers, 
listen to their requirements and offer them advice regarding our range of 
products. The floor is key to determining the atmosphere in your interior. You 
live with it every day! It gives me great satisfaction to be able to offer good 
advice on this subject. 
In my years working for Lamett, I have discovered just how versatile wood is. 
I whole world has opened up for me: production processes, new processing 
techniques, finishing parquet... there is so much to tell. Even after the floor 
has been fitted, we remain involved and always take the time to answer your 
questions. 

Creating trends

Do we follow trends at Lamett? We create the trends! I pay a lot of visits to 
architects, which allows me to learn new things. Based on this knowledge, we 
often add new collections, or change or remove old ones. We keep evolving. We 
think that’s important, and it makes my work much more interesting.
Sometimes, people come to us with a specific problem. I really enjoy 
contributing ideas. Perhaps a thirty centimetre plank is a good choice? Or our 
newest vinyl collection, that is barely distinguishable from wood? It is nice to 
be able to offer customers an ideal, trendy, tailor made solution.
In my blog articles, that is exactly what I want to do: provide advice about 
our collection and answer various questions about floors. So, would you like 
to know something about parquet, vinyl or laminate? Are you having trouble 
choosing a floor? Then feel free to send me a message via [contact], and I will 
deal with your question in my next blog article.
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COURCHEVEL

TIP FROM LOUIS

My favourite wood floor, Courchevel Villa! A clean-lined plank with few knots, made of the best 
wood! The use of extra wide planks gives grandeur and cache to any home!

COLLECTION: Courchevel Villa
LOCATION: Zwevegem, Belgium
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MATISSE

COLLECTION:  Matisse Pure
LOCATION: Madrid, Spain

PARKET
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TIP FROM ELIZA

In this apartment  wood was also used on the wall behind the TV and not only on the floor. This gives 
a warm feel to the home. Note that when you opt for this both parquet floors must be the same. If 
this is not the case the room can soon appear quite cluttered.
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FARM

COLLECTION: Farm Traditions
LOCATION: the Netherlands
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FARM

TIP FROM ELIZA

The residents of this home have a fondness of old furniture, and chose a Farm floor to preserve the 
same look. You then have an authentic look that is the perfect match.

COLLECTION: Farm Pure
LOCATION: Madrid, Spain

INTERIOR ARCHITECT: Marta Cucco
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FARM

COLLECTION: Farm Pure
LOCATION: The Netherlands
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FARM

COLLECTION: Farm White
LOCATION: The Netherlands
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FARM

COLLECTION: Farm Antique
LOCATION: The Netherlands
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FARM

COLLECTION: Farm Antique
LOCATION: The Netherlands
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FARM

COLLECTION: Farm Antique
LOCATION: The Netherlands
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FARM

COLLECTION: Farm Harvest
LOCATION: The Netherlands
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FARM

COLLECTION: Farm Antique
LOCATION: El Gordo in Madrid, Spain
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BARN CRYSTAL
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FARM

COLLECTION: Farm Old Church
ARCHITECT: Thomas Nachtergaele
LOCATION: Kaffee Renée, Belgium

TIP FROM ELIZA

Kaffee Renée in Kortrijk is a cosy coffee bar. Here one particularly wanted to create warmth 
by working with different woods. The rustic Farm collection gives the new business buckets of 
authenticity!
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FARM

COLLECTION: Farm Antique
LOCATION: Maskit, Israel 

You can find this jewel in the capital city of Israel, a 
charming clothing store with the Farm Antique. This rustic 
parquet floor fully comes into its own between the luxurious 

Maskit attire.
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FARM

COLLECTION: Farm Antique
ARCHITECT: Architectenbureau Naert 

LOCATION: LVD Experience center, Belgium 
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NEW YORK

COLLECTION: New York Natural White
ARCHITECT: Roberto Rábano Domínguez 

LOCATION: Madrid, Spain
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NEW YORK

COLLECTION: New York Pure
LOCATION: Belgium

PARKET
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BARN

TIP FROM ELIZA

Installing parquet floor in a bathroom is not recommended. If you still want to do this there is an easy 
solution. The residents of this home installed tiling in the damp places with parquet all around. In so 
doing they created a feeling of warmth.



7574 COLLECTION: Barn Natural
LOCATION: Madrid, Spain
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BARN

TIP FROM ELIZA

This trendy ice-cream parlour is concealed in the heart of Madrid. The vivid colours in contrast with 
the Bar Crystal give a surprising and lively effect.

08/16
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COLLECTION: Barn Crystal
LOCATION: Lolo Polos - Madrid, Spain
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BARN 

COLLECTION: Barn Natural
LOCATION: Czech Republic

PHOTO: Martin Špoula
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ATLANTA
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COLLECTION: Atlanta Smoked Biscuit
LOCATION: Madrid, Spain
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ATLANTA

TIP FROM LOUIS

Installing parquet floor in a bathroom is not recommended. If you still want to do this there is an 
easy solution. The residents of this home installed tiling in the damp places with parquet all around. 
In so doing they created a feeling of warmth.
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COLLECTION: Atlanta Smoked White
LOCATION: Belgium
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ROYAL

COLLECTION: Royal Cotton White
  ARCHITECT:  Jésus Lanzon 
LOCATION: Madrid, Spain
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ROYAL
TIP FROM LOUIS

Choosing a light floor allows vivid colours to better come into their own. The Royal Cotton White 
perfectly matches this living room.
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OSLO

COLLECTION: Oslo Pure
ARCHITECT: Diana Aguirre  
LOCATION: Madrid, Spain
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COUNTRY

COLLECTION: Country Smoked Natural
LOCATION: Deinze, Belgium
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COUNTRY
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COLLECTION: Country Double Smoked Pure 
LOCATION: Barcelona, Spain
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COUNTRY 

COLLECTION: Country Smoked Natural
LOCATION: The Netherlands
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COUNTRY

COLLECTION: Country Smoked Grey
LOCATION: The Netherlands
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MONZA XL

COLLECTION: Monza XL Villa 
LOCATION: Belgium
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CUBA

TIP FROM LOUIS

Cuba is our smoked collection. The smoking process causes intense hues and distinct grains. This 
can be clearly seen on the photos of this apartment on the Belgian coast.

PARKET
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COLLECTION: Cuba Natural
LOCATION: Belgian Coast
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PALACE 

COLLECTION: Palace Smoke
LOCATION: Belgium
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€ 25,- 

Ter Donkt 2
8540 Deerlijk

Belgium
Tel. +32 56 774 515
Fax +32 56 775 995

info@lamett.eu
www.lamett.eu


